Job:
Contact:
Address:
Phone Number:

TEMPLATE CHECKLIST
Templating is one of the most integral parts of our custom concrete process. It is essential that every single
item on this list be completed and considered before we come to make a template of your project. We strive
for a great fit when we install to reduce time and cost. It is crucial that the measurements and information we
gather for your project are accurate before we begin building the concrete mold, otherwise the piece will be
99% correct and 100% useless.
Checklist
⃝ Cabinets installed planar, level and in their final position
⃝ Cabinet end panels and filler strips installed planar, level and in their final position.
⃝ Walls finished and sanded.
⃝ Under mount/drop-in sinks with corresponding templates are on site for visual inspection. *
⃝ Faucets and other plumbing parts are on site for visual inspection. *
⃝ Insta-hot, disposer switches, filtered water faucets etc. are on site for visual inspection. *
⃝ Information for anything that goes through or immediately adjacent to countertops is provided.
⃝ Information for any other appliances that will affect the concrete is provided (cooktops, ranges, etc.)
*As a general rule, Greyrock Concrete only mounts sinks that are installed post countertop install and would need them
on site at template. We do not install sinks that are installed prior to countertop install. (Under mounted cast iron, granite
composite, fired clay, concrete/stone etc.) We require that aforementioned sinks are installed prior to our arrival to
template.
*Greyrock Concrete may take faucets, sinks and other plumbing parts off site for reference.

Disclaimers:





If Greyrock arrives at the job site and this checklist is not complete, a return trip fee of $2/mile from our
Fort Collins shop will be charged.
Turnaround time starts when the template is made, so if everything on this list is not complete, it will
increase the lead time of your project.
Incorrect specifications resulting in poor fit are not the responsibility of Greyrock Concrete.
Greyrock Concrete is not liable for mistakes in measurement or templating by other parties.

Signature below indicates that you have read and understand the information above and that all items in the
checklist are complete. Please sign and email to info@greyrockconcrete.com prior to template date. Template
date will only be scheduled once this checklist is complete.
Confirm selected color and finish:_______________________________________________________________
Confirm selected thickness:____________________________________________________________________
Name_________________________Signature________________________________Date_________________

